Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME TITAN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Cast of Characters

Jeff Peterson as CSO Lt. Anthony Engstrom
Eric VanSickle as SO LtJG. Taliza Cal
Darlene Wise as TO LtJG. Raine Benson
Kevin Geist as FCO LtJG. Apollo Jadahn
Leonard Fletcher as CEO Lt. Lars Fletcher

Guest Appearances
Vaughn Turner as OPS Catrel
Paul as CMO Hankol
Mike Jones as SEC Townsend

CMO_Hankol says:
::Starts dealing with triage of those injured from the main starship battle and to those that were injured upon landing on this planet::

TO_Benson says:
::Walking out of the shuttle with an arm full of phaser rifles and assorted equipment::

SO_Taliza says:
::Starts gathering food and water::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Scouting the area around the main landing site trying to see if any escape pods crashed here or there::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Standing near the site of the command post, looking around with tricorder one hand on the pistol phaser slung across his shoulder::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The crew of the former USS Titan, gather together in a rough camp to assess their chances of survival on a no-name planet in an alternate universe.

TO_Benson says:
::Puts the rifles into a weapons locker and closes the lid::

OPS_Catrel says:
::Is busy trying to set up a communications center at the base of operation camp on the planet::

CEO_Fletcher says:
FCO: Scout over that ridge.  ::Pointing to an area:: TO: Over that ridge. ::Pointing to another area:: Both: We need to see what’s around and set up a perimeter.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Walks over to Cartel:: OPS:  How is your progress going?

TO_Benson says:
CEO: Aye, Sir. ::Checks her hand phaser, holsters it, then grabs her tactical bag and slings it over her shoulder.  Activates her tricorder and walks off into the brush::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Doesn't find any other pods that were overlooked earlier, and without holstering his type II phaser, begins to return to camp::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Jokingly makes a salute gesture to the CEO:: CEO: Aye, Aye, Boss!  ::Limps away up the ridge::

SO_Taliza says:
::Finds a bush with several blue-colored berries, uses tricorder to scan them for edibility::

TO_Benson says:
::Picks up various animal life form readings on the tricorder::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Scanning with tricorder, keeping track of the bright blue blips that indicate members of the crew::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Hears his tricorder beep frantically.  Looks at it, detecting a small animal 10 meters ahead.  Curiously, he moves forward to investigate::

OPS_Catrel says:
::Walks back to an escape pod and grabs a generator:: *TO* Good thing you made sure these things were working.  ::Grins::

SO_Taliza says:
::Finds the blue berries are edible and gathers them into a sack; puts the sack into a pack::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Arrives back at base camp, looks for the Tactical Officer or anyone else he can report to::

CMO_Hankol says:
::Scans a young Ensign from engineering::  Ens. Trovok: You have a minor concussion from when your escape pod slammed into the side of the hill.  ::Pulls out some medical doodad and places it upon his head to remove the swelling::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Starts getting people to build make shift shelters from part of the lifeboats that didn't survive on landing to make extra cover::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Ducks back inside the Titania, checking what inventories and reports that have already been completed::

SO_Taliza says:
::Finds a tree with what looks like cherries::

TO_Benson says:
*OPS* Yes it is.  ::Approaches a large tree and holsters her tricorder.  Begins to climb the tree to get a better vantage point of the surrounding area.  Thinks: This came in handy last time::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Locates the animal.  It is a small, horse-like animal about 2 feet tall.  An herbivore.  Apollo backs away from it and continues surveying the area::

SO_Taliza says:
::A few meters away he spots an apple tree with what looks like golden delicious apples::

OPS_Catrel says:
*TO* Well when you're done out there I could use a hand back here.  Catrel, out.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The background noises of the animals seem to get much quieter.

SEC_Townsend says:
::Moves over to the CEO:: CEO: Chief Petty Officer Townsend reporting, Sir, my scouting of the surrounding area has found no other escape pods are other crew.

SO_Taliza says:
::Picks about two dozen apples::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Heads over to the Titania:: CSO: Everything still works in there.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Walks back out of the Titania, deciding to go look in on the CMO and his patients::

SO_Taliza says:
::Starts to double back to the camp, but keeps searching for more fruits, vegetable and herbs::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Turns to the SEC.:: SEC: Okay, good, go help with setting up shelters.

SEC_Townsend says:
CEO: Aye, Sir.  ::Proceeds to start setting up shelters::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Notices the CEO:: CEO: It seems remarkably intact.  How is your scouting party going?

OPS_Catrel says:
::Drags the generator to the center of the camp and heads back to the pod for a communications relay::

CEO_Fletcher says:
CSO: so far a haven't received anything negative

SO_Taliza says:
::Finds a batch of leafy vegetation and scans them::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Taps COM badge::  *FCO/TO* Report. 

TO_Benson says:
*CEO* I am at the top of a tall tree.  Beginning to scout the surrounding area now, Sir.  ::Extracts binoculars from her tactical bag and activates it, looking all around the area::

CMO_Hankol says:
::Moves to the next person and runs his tricorder over the female::

CSO_Engstrom says:
CEO: Seems to be a good sign.  ::Notices the transport inhibitors have been set up:: It’s only a matter of time until the Breen find out where we have gone.

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CEO*:  Uh, well, I found a mini-horse type animal, a few rocks and some dirt.  Anything specific you want me to find?

CEO_Fletcher says:
CSO: Then we should start having routine security checks.

OPS_Catrel says:
::Rifles through a compartment searching for the relay::  Self: Ah there it is. ::Grabs relay and drags it out to the center of the camp::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Over hears the FCO and offers a comment of his own:: *FCO* Yes, anything that looks like it could eat you for breakfast and/or a group of Breen storm troopers rumbling through the woods.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*TO* Continue on.

TO_Benson says:
*CEO* Tricorder readings indicate several small primate resembling animals traveling through the trees.

SO_Taliza says:
::Finds the leaves are like cabbage:: Self: Good, we'll have some coleslaw if we have the right kind of dressing.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*TO* anything that may seem dangerous?

SO_Taliza says:
::Gathers all the wild cabbage::

CMO_Hankol says:
Nurse: This person has a fractured femur.

TO_Benson says:
*CEO* Well, Sir, everything we encounter should be classified "dangerous" until otherwise determined.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Checks on his tricorder again, noticing the count of COM badges hasn’t changed:: CEO: At least we don’t seem to have lost anyone since landing.  I’m heading over to check on the CMO.  Keep me informed. ::Walks off towards the makeshift Sickbay::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Chuckles:: *CEO*: So wait, you want me to find a cannibal Breen?  Err... Uhh... sorry, Sir, it's the painkillers.  Medical treatment isn't so fancy when you must rely solely on med kits.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*TO* Understood.

OPS_Catrel says:
Self: Now I need a transponder.  ::Heads back to the pod to remove the transponder from the console in the pod::

CMO_Hankol says:
<Nurse> ::Nods::  CMO: Aye, Sir.  ::Picks up a regenerator and starts to repair the femur::

SO_Taliza says:
::Walks to a nearby stream and notices some plants that look like Terran wild rice.  Gathers the wild rice and makes way back to camp::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Finishes setting up one shelter, moves to help the others finish with another::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Walks into the makeshift Sickbay, moving a drape of mosquito netting out of the way, looks around in the more gloomy surroundings:: CMO: Doctor?

SO_Taliza says:
::Arrives at camp:: All: I have food!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Hears a twig snap.  Looks for his tricorder and thinks: Oh man, I must have put it down somewhere!":: *TO* I misplaced my tricorder.  Is there anything out here I should be aware of or afraid of?

TO_Benson says:
*CEO* The animal life forms are moving towards the camp.  I am picking up approximately 20 or more.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO* No smart Alec comments please.  ::Running after the CSO::
CSO: We got incoming creatures coming are way , about 20 or so.

CMO_Hankol says:
CSO:  Yes, Sir.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Raises eyebrow:: CEO: Do they appear dangerous, moving in an organized fashion? CMO: What is your status, Doctor?

TO_Benson says:
::Replaces tricorder in holster and binoculars into her tactical bag and climbs down from the tree::

SO_Taliza says:
SEC: How are things going here?

CEO_Fletcher says:
CSO: Possibly, I wouldn't risk it though.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Hearing no response, begins to panic and runs back toward camp as he hears more sounds around him:: Self: I'm not fit for duty, I'm not fit for duty, I'm not fit for duty, I'm not fit for duty, I'm not fit for duty!!!

CMO_Hankol says:
CSO:  There are about 100-crew injured and 30 unaccounted for, Sir.

TO_Benson says:
::Begins jogging back to base camp::  *Security Teams* Secure the perimeter!  Unknown life forms approaching!

CSO_Engstrom says:
CEO: Agreed, sound a recall, all crew to return to camp.  Set up checkpoints and a line of fire, phasers on stun unless they make a hostile move.  Do not allow them to enter our camp.

CSO_Engstrom says:
CMO: How many injuries are life threatening under these conditions?

OPS_Catrel says:
::Taps COM badge:: *CEO* Catrel to Fletcher.

SEC_Townsend says:
::Looks up in surprise at the TO's COM signal.  Let’s go of a pole for a second and half the shelter collapses:: Oops.

SO_Taliza says:
::Hears the COM::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Apologizes to the rest of the group, draws his phaser and rushes to secure the area with other Security personnel::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: One of the spider-like creatures suddenly leaps into the camp, steals a can of emergency rations, and then bounds away into the trees before anyone can do anything about it.

SO_Taliza says:
::Sees the spider monkey take the rations:: Monkey: Hey!  ::Chases after him::

CEO_Fletcher says:
ALL: All able bodied officers grab a phaser and secure the perimeter about 100 meters from the camp.  Don't let the creatures through, phasers on stun.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Whirls around noticing a monkey-spider thing stealing a can of baked beans, and the SO chasing it::

TO_Benson says:
::Enters base camp in time to see something exiting quickly through the brush.  Rushes towards it, phaser drawn::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Fires phaser on minimal stun at the monkey thingy::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*OPS* Fletcher, here.

SEC_Townsend says:
::Watches the phaser blast hit a tree::

SO_Taliza says:
::Draws phaser, set on stun:: Monkey: Get back here, you eight-legged primate!

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The creature easily evades the phaser fire as well as the SO.

SEC_Townsend says:
::Pursues behind the TO::

SO_Taliza says:
::Continues pursuit, without firing::

TO_Benson says:
::Looks back at the security officer::  SEC: Watch it!  You almost hit me!

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Notices a group of security officers forming up near the supplies and Sickbay:: *Security* Do not pursue, maintain our perimeter!

SEC_Townsend says:
TO: Sorry, Ma'am!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::While running back, trips and falls to the ground.  He pulls out his phaser rifle and lies there, watching and waiting for these hidden creatures.  He feels his heart beating faster::

CMO_Hankol says:
CSO:  Sir, there are 56 life threatening injuries so far.

TO_Benson says:
::Enters the brush, chasing the creature::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Pulls pistol phaser and joins the rest of the group:: CMO: Do what you can Doctor.  

SEC_Townsend says:
::Follows right behind the TO::

CMO_Hankol says:
CSO:  Aye, Sir.

SO_Taliza says:
::Continues the chase::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*OPS* What did you want Catrel?

SO_Taliza says:
::Eyes the spider monkey and fires stun beam::

TO_Benson says:
::Sees the SO up ahead and quickens her pace to catch up::

OPS_Catrel says:
*CEO: I'm attempting to remove the transponder from a pod to set up subspace communications. Was wondering if you could give me a hand, Sir?

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Pulls his tricorder and notices one blue blip outside the perimeter, brings up identity protocol.:: Self: Damn.  *FCO* Report Mister Jadahn, I ordered a recall.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO and TO are suddenly swamped by many of these creatures, they fall to the ground with many bites and much pain.

TO_Benson says:
::Falls to the ground, fighting off the creatures::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Wonders why the heck the SO is chas -- :: YIKES!  ::Jumps back and fires multiple stun shots at the monkeys attacking the SO and TO::

SO_Taliza says:
::Fires at the monkeys::

FCO_Jadahn says:
*CSO* Sorry, Sir.  I'm not exactly in the condition for running.  Give me a moment.  ::Gets up slowly:: I may have a situation.  Could you send a security officer out to me to help me back?

TO_Benson says:
SEC: Hold your fire, you might hit us!  ::Manages to throw off one of the creatures then yells to the SEC officer::  SEC: Fire!

CEO_Fletcher says:
OPS: Right now I can't help.  I'll send an engineer over, one that is not on the perimeter defense.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Sees the glimmer of phaser fire in the woods outside the compound.  Waves to a few security teams to go to assist Mister Jadahn::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Holds fire guessing the TO would rather be eaten by the monkeys::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Townsend’s phaser fire stuns a few of the creatures as well as the SO and TO.  The rest of the creatures scatter into the trees and are gone.

CSO_Engstrom says:
*TO* Report Mister Benson, what on Earth is going on out there?

SO_Taliza says:
TO: All this over a can of beans?

SEC_Townsend says:
::Fires again at the retreating creatures::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Starts walking backwards toward camp, tense, with his phaser rifle lifted... he hears sounds all around him::

CMO_Hankol says:
::Moves to the next crewmember and works on his injuries::

SO_Taliza says:
::Slumps to the ground after Townsend's shot::

OPS_Catrel says:
*CEO*: Thanks, Sir.  Have him get the generators up and running then I can handle the rest I think. Catrel, out.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Begins walking cautiously towards the SEC, TO and SO, holding his phaser lightly in his hand and leading with it around tree's:: *FCO* I have a group of SEC officers on the way, hold out as best you can.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Grabs himself a phaser from a weapons case and heads for the line::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A small, pig-like creature jumps out of a bush near the FCO, stares at him for a second then jumps away into another bush.

TO_Benson says:
*CSO* SO Taliza and I have been attacked by several creatures and stunned by one of the security officers.  We have multiple bites and minor after effects of the stun but are okay.  Returning to base camp with a specimen.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Sends an engineer to assist OPS::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Swallows hard:: *CSO* Thank you, Sir.  ::Jumps at the sound of the pig-like creature and points his phaser in its direction::

CSO_Engstrom says:
*CEO* After all this muck up how difficult do you think it would be to build a very large wall around the camp?

SO_Taliza says:
::Groggily gets up:: TO: I think you'd better train those security guys better.

TO_Benson says:
::Motions at SEC to pick up one of the creatures and carry it back to camp for analysis::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Picks up one of the creatures:: SO: Perhaps you should leave security matters to security.

SO_Taliza says:
SEC: Just help us back!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Slowly backs away from where the creature was.  He hears people walking in the distance.  Thinks: The security team!::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CSO* Very, since we already have limited resources.

TO_Benson says:
SO: Agreed.  ::Glares at the SEC officer then begins heading back to camp::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Tosses the unconscious monkey onto his shoulder and tries to help the TO and SO back, hoping the CSO will help out::

CSO_Engstrom says:
*CEO* Using wooden stakes, we could clear a field around the camp and use the wood to build a Celtic-Style Palisade.

CEO_Fletcher says:
<ENG> OPS: Need some help?

OPS_Catrel says:
::Releases one more connection:: Self: There.  ::Takes the transponder out and back to the relay::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Walking in the direction of the sounds of the walking, hoping it is the security team.  His walk gradually turns into a jog and then a hobbling run::

TO_Benson says:
::Enters base camp and looks for the CMO::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Comes upon the TO and SO and SEC:: TO/SO: What on Earth is going on here? ::Notices stunned creatures and the SO and TO groggily recovering from a stun blast.  Assists the SEC with the SO and TO, keeping his phaser hand clear:: Self: Blind leading the deaf.

SO_Taliza says:
TO: You think these "spider monkeys" have much meat to them?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: While the security teams are distracted, two creatures sneak into the opposite side of the camp and steal more of the emergency rations.  They then scamper away.

OPS_Catrel says:
ENG: Boy, do I! I need you to see if you can get any juice out of that generator.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CSO* That could work but first we have to make sure the creatures are at bay.

TO_Benson says:
SO: You'll have to ask the Chef that question, Cal.  ::Sees the CMO and walks over to get treatment::

SO_Taliza says:
::Follows Raine to the CMO::

OPS_Catrel says:
ENG: I'm going to try to get us some communications going here, but no generator no COM.

CEO_Fletcher says:
<ENG> OPS: Okay.  ::Starts rewiring it to get a good circuit charge::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Arrives back in the clearing in time to notice two more of the creatures scamper off:: Self: Right, that’s enough of that.  *CEO* I would imagine if we get all our crew inside the camp and use phasers to knock down a couple dozen meters worth of forest, it might keep them distracted.  Grab what you can from your engineering and the security teams and begin forestry operations.

TO_Benson says:
CMO: Doc?  We have injuries.  ::Sits down on a cot and waits to be treated.  Sighs::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Brings the unconscious monkey along::  TO: Where should I take the monkey?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Reaches the sound of the walking and looks around for he security team::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CSO* I'll start right away.

SO_Taliza says:
CMO: We've been bit, a lot.  ::Sits on neighboring cot::

TO_Benson says:
SEC: Take it to the CSO for analysis.

CMO_Hankol says:
::Looks at the two new additions to his growing injured list and sighs a little. Moves over to them and runs a tricorder over their bodies::

SEC_Townsend says:
TO: Aye.

SO_Taliza says:
SEC: And see if we can eat it.

SEC_Townsend says:
::Goes to the CSO:: CSO: Sir, I have one of the attacking monkeys for analysis.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO* We'll need your help for the forestry.  Report to me for details.

OPS_Catrel says:
ENG: By the way I don't want to use up all our power so what do you suggest for getting maximum range with minimum expenditure?

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Standing outside of the Sickbay building, grumbling::  *Security*  Alpha and Bravo will take over the perimeter defense, Charlie and Delta are to report to the CEO for forestry and construction duty.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Laughs to himself, sarcastically:: *CEO*: Right, Sir, as soon as I find the rescue security team, I'll be there.  ::Ends transmission and shakes head::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Looks over at the SEC:: Townsend: Good thinking, leave it for the Doctor when he gets a chance then join your detachment.  I have had enough of these security issues.  ::Takes the monkey from Townsend and heads back into the MASH::

CEO_Fletcher says:
<ENG>OPS: Well let's see how much juice this thing has first.

OPS_Catrel says:
ENG: Lets hope it’s enough to at least reach someone, anyone.

SEC_Townsend says:
::Wonders how he's going to leave it for the Doctor if the CSO just took it from him::

CEO_Fletcher says:
<ENG> ::Gets shocked and kicks it in anger, which jump-starts it:: OPS: Got full power to it.  ::Smiling::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Heads out to secure the perimeter::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Finds the security team and joins them as they return to camp::

TO_Benson says:
::Watches the Doc repair the bites:: CMO: Can you give me something to counter the affects of being stunned by a phaser?

CMO_Hankol says:
TO/SO: There doesn't appear to be anything wrong with you two, just some minor bites and the mild stunning effect of the phasers.  ::Pulls out a hypospray and injects them::  You two can return to duty.

SO_Taliza says:
CMO: Is that for tetanus?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Walks over to the CEO:: CEO: Reporting in, Sir.  Give me the details of what you need, but before I go, I need to make a visit to the painkiller-closet.

TO_Benson says:
CMO: Thanks, Doc.  ::Stands, tugs on her uniform and walks out of the makeshift infirmary::

SO_Taliza says:
::Gets up and exits med tent::

TO_Benson says:
::Walks up to the CSO:: CSO: Orders, Sir?  Doc says we're fit to return to duty, despite being stunned by phaser fire.

CMO_Hankol says:
::Moves to the next person and scans her::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Drops the monkey on a supply crate and sighs, rubbing his temples, then walks back out to watch the forestry operations:: TO: Report to the CEO, we’re going to build a Motte and Bailey.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Sir, is the food I just brought back still here?

CEO_Fletcher says:
Delta Sec: Start the cutting of these areas.  ::Showing PADD:: Charlie Sec.: When the logs get here sharpen them and place them.  FCO: Get in the Titania and initiate the start up sequence.  We'll use its tractor beam to move the logs.

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: I believe one of the non-com's took it for the stew pot.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: That's good.  I was hoping the spider monkeys didn't take them, like they did the rations.  This place is a virtual Eden!

SEC_Townsend says:
::Receives his orders from the CEO, and proceeds to cut down some trees::

TO_Benson says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.  ::Wonders what exactly a "Motte and Bailey" is::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The stunned creatures revive, look around quickly, then go absolutely crazy and start tearing into whatever they can find.  Trash and equipment goes flying everywhere.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CEO: Aye, Sir.  ::Heads over to the CMO:: CMO: I could use some more painkillers, my last injection is wearing off.

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: Good to hear, especially since we are down three crates of beans.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Sets phaser to a strong stun level and fires to get the creature away::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: How do cabbage, apples, berries and wild rice sound?

OPS_Catrel says:
ENG: How far do you reckon we can reach with it? ::Finishes connecting the transponder to the relay::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Starts cutting away at a tree with his phaser.  When it's about to come down, he yells:: Timmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmbeeeeeeeeeeeeeeer !

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Hears a loud sound from sickbay, recalls monkey:: Self: Oh blast ::Runs back into the mash and sees a little whirling ball of monkey-spider chaos:: 

SO_Taliza says:
::Follows CSO into the med tent::

CSO_Engstrom says:
Aloud: Everyone down! ::Pulls phaser and attempts to get a bead on the monkey::

TO_Benson says:
::Approaches the CEO::  CEO: Orders, Sir?  CEO Engstrom informs me we are to build a motte and bailey, whatever that is.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CEO's phaser fire scares the creature right onto the CSO where it takes a large bite out of his neck.  The CSO is bleeding profusely.

SO_Taliza says:
::Drops and aims phaser, this time on kill, aiming at the monkey::

CEO_Fletcher says:
<ENG> OPS: Not sure maybe a few light-years.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Watches as a monkey creature whips by him, making a sound that reminds him of an Academy professor he had::

SO_Taliza says:
::Holds fire::

TO_Benson says:
::Grabs phaser and fires at the creature::

CSO_Engstrom says:
Self: OUCH! ::Puts hand to neck:: Aloud: Somebody shoot that little monster.

SO_Taliza says:
::Aims at monkey and fires phaser set on kill::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Hears phaser fire in the distance, assumes that it's just other security personnel cutting down trees.  Continues to do his work merrily::

CMO_Hankol says:
::Hears the scream and moves to the doorway of the tent::

OPS_Catrel says:
ENG: Lets hope it’s enough. Can you grab me that antenna?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Sees a nearby med kit, grabs it and runs to the CSO:: CSO: Just a second. ::Waits for medical personnel to arrive::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The TO stuns the creature so that the SO has an easy shot.  The creature is vaporized and the CSO falls to the ground from lack of blood.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Clutching his neck attempting to stop the flow of blood, phaser held in other hand, collapses on ground:: Aloud: Blighter.

TO_Benson says:
::Thinks: Great!:: SO: You just vaporized our specimen and possibly your dinner!

SO_Taliza says:
::Didn't think he had it on vaporize, thought he had it on simple kill::

CMO_Hankol says:
::Sees the CSO and runs out of the tent to him and stopping and kneeling down next to him and running the tricorder over him::

SO_Taliza says:
TO: The setting was too high.  I wanted to keep him for dinner.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Hands the CMO the med kit that he grabbed::

SO_Taliza says:
::Lowers power to the non-vaporizing kill setting::

TO_Benson says:
SO: Perhaps you need additional courses on using a  phaser.  Remind me when we get off this planet.

CMO_Hankol says:
::Takes the med kit and starts to patch up the bite wound on the CSO, trying to stop the bleeding::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Barely conscious:: Aloud: Would you all get back to work?  ::Coughs up some blood::

SO_Taliza says:
TO: I just need to know how to hunt food with it.

SEC_Townsend says:
::Whistles as he works, somewhat happy to be on this expedition.  Has finally taken his mind off the Titan's destruction::

CEO_Fletcher says:
<ENG> ::Hands OPS an antenna::

TO_Benson says:
CEO: Sir, permission to go after a few more of these creatures for specimens?

SO_Taliza says:
TO: Let's go hunting!

CEO_Fletcher says:
TO: Granted get one or two and get back here.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Phaser fire from all over the perimeter suddenly increases.  Security is suddenly trying to hold off an invasion of these creatures.

TO_Benson says:
CEO: Acknowledged.

CMO_Hankol says:
::Looks up and motions to the SO and FCO::  SO/FCO:  Pick him up and bring him into surgery now.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Coughs again and blessedly leaves consciousness, hoping when he wakes up that there will not be any more monkey's running around::

TO_Benson says:
SO: You stay here!  ::Stomps off into the brush again, phaser drawn and tricorder activated::

SO_Taliza says:
::Notices the commotion::

OPS_Catrel says:
ENG: Now we just need a main processor and we're finished. I'll need you to help me carry it then I think we can fire her up.

SO_Taliza says:
::Helps the FCO pick up the CSO::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Nods to the CMO and looks to the SO:: Right, I guess its you and me.

SEC_Townsend says:
::Has gone to merrily cutting down trees to fighting a lot of monkeys::

CMO_Hankol says:
::Rushes into the tent and starts to prepare for surgery::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Literally hundreds of the creatures are invading the perimeter.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Bends down to get the CSO:: SO: Lift on three.  One, two, three!  ::Lifts::

SEC_Townsend says:
Enough of this monkey business! ::Fires multiple shots on kill at the invaders::

SO_Taliza says:
::Lifts::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Heads to the Titania  and starts it up::  Self: They want a fight so be it.

OPS_Catrel says:
::Starts back to the Pod::

CEO_Fletcher says:
ALL: Set phaser on max and on wide beam.

TO_Benson says:
::Tricorder picks up several creatures surrounding the camp.  She moves to a tree and climbs half way up and waits for a visual::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::With the SO, guides the CSO into the tent::

TO_Benson says:
::Sees the creatures and begins firing::

SO_Taliza says:
::Helps FCO bring CSO to open operating table::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The creatures are falling like flies to the phaser fire, but they keep coming.  Several have gotten into the camp and started stealing food.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Pilots the Titania over the perimeter, goes to tactical::

CMO_Hankol says:
::Comes to the table the CSO was placed on and goes to work on his perforated neck artery::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Continues firing:: Monkey see, Monkey Do! ::Blasts one down::

TO_Benson says:
::Continues firing at the creatures from the tree::

FCO_Jadahn says:
CMO: Anything else we can do for you?

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Targets 100m meters in front of the perimeter,  and fires phasers in a line to make a valley type zone

TO_Benson says:
::Turns to see another wave of creatures approaching.  Grabs a photon grenade from her tactical bag and throws it at the approaching creatures::

OPS_Catrel says:
::Grabs the processor by one end while the engineer helping grabs the other::

CMO_Hankol says:
FCO: Just keep those creatures out of my Sickbay!

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: All of the creatures suddenly stop attacking and retreat into the forest.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Fires again to make it deeper::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Nods to the CMO:: CMO: Right!

SEC_Townsend says:
::Watches the creatures retreat:: Oh yeah!

SO_Taliza says:
::Takes a guard position at entrance::

TO_Benson says:
::Begins firing her phaser at the retreating creatures::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania is hit by ground fire about 500 meters from the camp.  Engines are offline.

SO_Taliza says:
::Wonders what was that::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::While walking out of the tent, sees as the Titania is disabled by stray fire:: Self: Great... could things get ANY better?

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Is shot down and gets back to the controls for a better landing using thrusters::

OPS_Catrel says:
::Finally sets down the processor and starts connecting it::

TO_Benson says:
::Climbs out of the tree and grabs a couple of the creatures and quickly heads back to camp::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Thinks: Or was that not stray fire?::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Sees something get hit:: Anything that has "Titan" in its name seems to be a magnet for weapons fire.

CMO_Hankol says:
::Continues to repair the CSO's neck and artery::

SEC_Townsend says:
*TO* Should we pull back to camp?

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Lands not really smoothly within the perimeter::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CMO manages to ignore the commotion outside and finishes up with the CSO.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Runs over to the Titania and enters it:: CEO: You all right?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The trees literally begin exploding as mortar fire erupts around the camp.

TO_Benson says:
::Rushes into camp and drops the creatures on top of a crate:: *SEC* Negative, proceed to the Titania's coordinates on the double, do not reveal yourself!  Stay in the brush and observe!  ::Exits the camp to the Titania::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Come outs of the Titania:: FCO: I'm good.  Let's try to get that blockade up.

CMO_Hankol says:
::Finishes up with the CSO and moves out of the OR and continues on other patients that aren't as serious, since those have all been dealt with::

OPS_Catrel says:
::Makes the final connections then taps a console to fire up the make shift COM system::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The COM console starts up on the first try.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CEO: Blockade? I think you are going to have to fill me in on that one.

SEC_Townsend says:
::Tries to make a run for the Titania as apparent mortar fire starts hitting the area, mumbles:: I can't wait until we get back to our universe where there is no longer a war.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CSO revives.

OPS_Catrel says:
ENG: Jackpot!

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Groggy but conscious, barely, hears muffled “thump” “thump” of explosions:: Self: What now?

TO_Benson says:
::Dodges the mortar fire as she weaves back and forth thru the brush::

CEO_Fletcher says:
FCO: We need a power generator.  We are going to use the Titania's shields to protect the camp.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CEO: Don't you think we should find the source of that fire that shot you down? ::Scanning with a tricorder that he picked up in the tent::

SO_Taliza says:
All: Are we under attack from the Breen?

OPS_Catrel says:
::Begins to tap in COM protocols for an SOS::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Attempts to hit his communicator, manages on the second try:: *CEO* What in Hades is going on here?

CMO_Hankol says:
::Looks at the CSO::  CSO:  Sir, I suggest you get some rest and try not to talk much.

CEO_Fletcher says:
ALL: those not on the perimeter get ready to sharpen tips of logs and make a blockade.

CSO_Engstrom says:
CMO: Ill keep it in mind ::Swings leg off of table, patting his holster to make sure the phaser is there and grabbing onto a branch to use as a cane, heading towards the operations area::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Breen weapons fire suddenly shoots into the camp, taking out several surprised security guards.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CSO* We are about to have Breen or Dominion company.

OPS_Catrel says:
::Sends a special line of code specifically for Starfleet vessels and hopes it’s the same code in this reality::

TO_Benson says:
::Approaches the coordinates of the Titania and watches through the bushes, observing::

SO_Taliza says:
::Rushes into the med tent:: CMO/CSO: Breen attack!

SEC_Townsend says:
::Makes a run for the Titania::

FCO_Jadahn says:
CEO: Sir! Get down! ::Jumps on the CEO and they fall to the ground::

CSO_Engstrom says:
*CEO* Sound alert, recall all teams, get under cover and fire at will.

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: Wonderful, help me get to the operations post.

SO_Taliza says:
::Picks up the CSO and takes him to ops::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Sees Breen troops approaching:: Oy!

FCO_Jadahn says:
CEO: Sir, I can try to hold back for the moment.  Go organize the other crewmen like the CSO said.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Knocked down by the FCO:: FCO: Thanks.  ALL: RED ALERT!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Sees several Breen in the distance, and begins firing at them::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Stray weapons fire hits the COM console and it explodes.  The explosions sear the front of the OPS officer and the SO.

TO_Benson says:
::Makes a run for the Titania and enters::

SO_Taliza says:
::Is burned::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Lying down, crawls behind the Titania, still firing for cover::

SEC_Townsend says:
::Dives behind a tattered shelter and begins returning fire at the Breen:: Self: Welcome back to the war.

CSO_Engstrom says:
Aloud: Oh wonderful *CMO* Medical emergency, communications console.

CEO_Fletcher says:
FCO: Titania still has forward phasers.  I say use them and watch your aim.  ::Fires a few shots::

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE TITAN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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